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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a compiler-assistant technique, NVPath, to auto-
matically generates NVMM-aware persistent data structures which
provide the same level of guarantee of crash consistency compared
to the baseline code. Compiler-assistant code annotation and trans-
formation is general and can be applied to applications using various
data structures. Our experimental results with real-world scientific
applications show that the performance of the annotated programs is
commensurate with the version using the manual code transforma-
tion on the Titan supercomputer.
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1 INTRODUCTION
This paper explores Non-Volatile Main Memory (NVMM) (e.g.,
Intel Optane DIMMs [1, 6]) to extend memory capacity for serving
large-scale scientific applications and analytics. For legacy scientific
applications, few NVMM-aware data structures, which are consistent
and durable, have been proposed, and designing new ones is difficult.
This is because one must have a deep understanding of memory
models and the NVMM programming interface (e.g., PMDK [2])
for persistent data management. Furthermore, the changed code
layout for exploring NVMM makes the source code difficult to read,
understand, and debug. The programmers would need to maintain
two separate versions of the code (the original and NVMM-aware
versions), and ensure that they track each other in the face of updates
and bug fixes. Finally, the programmers would need to understand
the characteristics of workloads and persistent memory devices.

Our work attempts to obtain NVMM-aware data structures by
automatically transforming any ephemeral data structures into their
corresponding NVMM-aware data structures that provide the same
level of guarantee of crash consistency: the recoverability of persis-
tent data from memory in a consistent state after system failures. The
approach should be general and can be applied to applications using
various data structures (e.g., arrays, linked structures, and graphs).
In addition, it should be gray-box, which requires minimum users’
input and expertise in software design using NVMM. The existing
write-box approaches require to completely rewrite the applications
for fine-grained crash consistency using transaction models (e.g.,
redo or undo logging mechanisms). Even worse, they may degrade
the applications’ performance by up to 102% [3].

In this paper, we propose a new technique, called NVPath, which
uses a compiler-assistant technique to overcome the difficulties in
manually transforming data structures. The key idea is to automati-
cally generate NVMM-aware code from an annotated version of the
code, allowing the programmers to focus on higher-level issues of

what to persistent. For annotations, NVPath provides users a simple
but flexible set of annotations to specify the ephemeral data struc-
tures and provide application’s hints. Furthermore, NVPath includes
a toolkit that can analyze source code using static analysis rules
to identify variables that may suffer from data inconsistency upon
failures and make a suggestion of automatically adding annotations
for code transformation without relying on users’ input. After code
annotations, NVPath uses a source-to-source compiler to create a
data enclave structure which uses multi-version data structures to
replace ephemeral data structures. The new data structure is crash
consistent because at least one version of data will be stored in
NVMM and immutable until a newer version becomes persistent. Fi-
nally, its runtime system will handle how to create an NVMM-aware
data structure stored in both DRAM and NVMM and facilitate its
layout optimization.
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Figure 1: Software architecture of NVPath framework

Figure 1 illustrates the overall architecture of NVPath framework.
NVPath consists of a set of static analysis checkers, simple annota-
tion functions, a source-to-source compiler, and a runtime system.
The checkers are designed to use static analysis rules to identify
variables in the source code that are required to save in NVMM
for crash consistency. Given the output of checkers, it annotates
the code with annotations. If programmers have sufficient knowl-
edge of the code, they can annotate the code without running the
checkers. Then the compiler will transform the annotated source into
the one that uses multi-version data structures to replace ephemeral
data structures. The new data structure is persistent because at least
one version of data will be stored in NVMM and immutable until
a newer version becomes persistent. The runtime system uses the
multi-version structures to provide crash consistency.

The language interface of NVPath is designed to be as simple
as possible. It comprises five directives. 1. #pragma nvpath: tells
the compiler to generate a multi-version data structure with per-
sistent head pointers in NVMM for the specified ephemeral data
structures in the code. 2. #pragma nvpath init(ds_type, #version):



1 #pragma nvpath
2 typedef struct _FttCell{
3 gpointer data;
4 FttOct *parent, *children;
5 ...
6 }FttCell;
7 #pragma nvpath init(octree, 2)
8
9 new_oct(...){
10 FttCell * rootcell;
11 rootcell = g_malloc0(...);
12 #pragma nvpath add_head(rootcell)
13 rootcell->data = X;
14 ftt_cell_insert(rootcell, ...);
15 FTTCell * cell1;
16 ...
17 write_snapshot(rootcell, ...);
18 #pragma nvpath persistent(head, write_snapshot, FttCellRefineFunc)
19 }

1 typedef struct _FttCell{
4 ...
5 }FttCell;
6 typedef struct _nv_FttCell{
7 p<gpointer> data;
8 persistent_ptr<FttOct> *parent, *children;
9 ...
10 }nv_FttCell;
11 typedef struct _FttCell_head{
12 p<gpointer> data;
13 FttCell *next;
14 nv_FttCell *version[2];
15 }FttCell_head;
16 FttCell_head * head = malloc(sizeof(FttCell_head));
17
18 nv_new_oct(...){
19 FttCell * rootcell;
20 rootcell = g_malloc0(...);
21 head->next = rootcell;
22 rootcell->data = X;
25 ...
26 persistent_oct(head, FttCellRefineFunc);
27 }

Figure 2: An example of code annotation. (a) Octree creation using NVPath with annotations; (b) Automatically generated code for
the multi-version octree structure, the head structure, and the new_oct() function.
instructs the compiler to create a head node and a data enclave for
the related data and metadata stored in NVMM. NVPath uses the
head node to track persistent memory that has been used by the
NVMM-aware data structure and to access all persistent memory
data after a restore operation. 3. #pragma nvpath add_head(): links
the ephemeral data structure to its corresponding persistent head
structure. The head structure residents in both DRAM and NVMM
via a memory interface supported by operating systems/runtime. 4.
#pragma nvpath persistent(head, [ADDR(write_func)], [hints]):
calls the NVPath runtime to create a persistent version of the data
structure referenced from the head structure. 5. #pragma nvpath
restore(head, [ADDR(read_func)]): calls the NVPath runtime to
restore the persistent data structure to memory objects in DRAM.
The objects should be identical to the most recent consistent version
of the data structure.

Figure 2(a) presents Gerris code with annotations. This new ver-
sion is almost identical to the original code except for four embed-
ded directives. The NVMM-aware code appears in Figure 2(b). It
includes a head structure consisting of two persistent pointers refer-
ring to each of the two versions (Vi and Vi−1) in NVMM and one
ephemeral pointer to the existing data structure in DRAM. The Vi
and Vi−1 components of the octree in NVMM can be referenced
at head→version[0] and head→version[1] respectively. Only Vi is
visible to users during normal execution, while Vi−1 is immutable
and used for both computing with the data shared between Vi and
Vi−1 and providing crash consistency upon failures.

3 EVALUATION
We evaluated the correctness and scalability of the NVMM-aware
codes using two workloads, including Page Ranking (PR) [5, 9]
and Adaptive Mesh Refinement with Octree (AMR) [4, 7, 10] on
the Titan supercomputer [11]. We model NVMM using DRAM on
real computer servers. We use an emulation based approach and our
NVMM emulator introduces extra latency for NVMM writes and
reads. We create delays using a software spin loop [8, 12].

We studied the strong scaling of the benchmarks with NVPath.
We have the following observations from the execution time shown
in Figure 3. First, the benchmarks scale well with NVMM. The aver-
age speedup using DRAM is 3.8, which is 11.7% higher than that
using NVPath. This is because of the overhead of persistent opera-
tions. Second, the benchmarks with automatic code transformation
achieve similar strong scaling and execution time as the code with
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Figure 3: The execution time of benchmarks as we increased
the number of PEs with fixed problem sizes.
manual instrumentation. Its average speedup with NVPath is 4%
lower than that of Manual. The reason is that NVPath needs to track
data features at runtime. Third, the benchmark using parallel I/O for
checkpointing scales poorly when the file size of the checkpoint is
significant. For example, AMR wrote 15.4 GB data to Atlas parallel
file systems. Even though Atlas has very high storage bandwidth,
the speedup of AMR is only 1.0 with Checkpoint compared to 3.3
with NVPath. Finally, the scalability of Checkpoint is determined by
whether the checkpointing data can be buffered in the cache of file
servers. When the file size of checkpoints is 38.78 MB for PR, we
found that it is small and can be effectively served in the cache. In
contrast, the file size of AMR checkpoints is 406X larger than that
of PR, making it difficult to hide the I/O latency using the cache.

4 CONCLUSIONS
We proposed, implemented, and evaluated a general framework,
called NVPath, which can automatically transform source code for
enforcing crash consistency using NVMM-aware multi-version data
structures with the aid of compilers. Its runtime system uses such
data structures to provide crash consistency because at least one
version of its data is immutable until a newer version becomes
persistent. The experimental results show that the performance of
annotated programs is commensurate with the version using the
manual code transformation. It scales well up to 1000 PEs on Titan. It
offers up to 16X speedup of restore time compared to the checkpoint-
based approaches using parallel file systems.
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